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1. How many campaigns 
and sources does 

CoolTShirts use? Which 
source is used for each 

campaign?



The Percentage column shows primary 

ways of by which cooltshirt use advt

campaign : buzzfeed , medim and 

nytimes contribute almost 66% of total 

marketing campaign.

utm_source utm_campaign count(*) %

buzzfeed ten-crazy-cool-tshirts-facts 1198 21%

email retargetting-campaign 300 5%

email weekly-newsletter 565 10%

facebook retargetting-ad 558 10%

google cool-tshirts-search 313 5%

google paid-search 231 4%

medium interview-with-cool-tshirts-founder 1178 21%

nytimes getting-to-know-cool-tshirts 1349 24%



2. How many first touches 
is each campaign 
responsible for?



The below mentioned data shows that customers may 

not know much about cool tshirts company as google 

searches are comparatively less as compared to 

articles on other medium. It is beneficial for company 

to invest in articles and campaigns in different sources 

of media to promote the brand.

utm_campaign utm_source count(utm_campaign)

interview-with-cool-
tshirts-founder

medium 622

getting-to-know-cool-
tshirts

nytimes 612

ten-crazy-cool-tshirts-
facts

buzzfeed 576

cool-tshirts-search google 169



3. How many last touches 
is each campaign 
responsible for?



Majority of last touches points belongs to retargeting 

campaign initiated by the company. So it has been 

imperative for cooltshirts to focus on atleast top 5 

campaign program for bringing the first touch visited 

customers to convert them into sale.

utm_campaign utm_source count(utm_campaign)

weekly-newsletter email 447

retargetting-ad facebook 443

retargetting-campaign email 245

getting-to-know-cool-tshirts nytimes 232

ten-crazy-cool-tshirts-facts buzzfeed 190

interview-with-cool-tshirts-founder medium 184

paid-search google 178

cool-tshirts-search google 60



4. Top 5 campaign that will 
be helpful for cooltshirt



In order to understand the pattern of customer journey , I have arranged data of utm_campaign for each step that is from 

landing page to final purchase. From the previous slides and below mentioned data , following campaigns will be useful for the 

company.

1) getting-to-know-cool-tshirts

2) interview-with-cool-tshirts-founder

3) retargetting-ad

4) weekly-newsletter

5) retargetting-campaign

Primary Reason : They are not well known in the market because their natural search is low. So they have to create awareness 

of brand. That is why campaign 1 and 2 will be used for. Campaign 3,4 and 5 will be beneficial for overall conversions from 

checkout stage. Because of remarketing campaigns checkout stage has increased and so their conversion. 

Therefore , overall mix of marketing campaign should be used to improve overall standing of company 

PS : Code for below mentioned table is shown in next slide.

utm_campaign enquiry cart checkout conversion

cool-tshirts-search 171 133 7 2

getting-to-know-cool-tshirts 617 682 41 9

interview-with-cool-tshirts-founder 625 515 31 7

paid-search 179 52

retargetting-ad 445 113

retargetting-campaign 246 54

ten-crazy-cool-tshirts-facts 587 570 32 9

weekly-newsletter 450 115 



SQL CODE FOR GENERATING THE QUERY



4. Some Questionaire



What pages are on their website? 4 : landing , cart , checkout and purchase.

How many visitors make a purchase? 361

What is difference between utm_campaign and 

itm_source

Source is medium through which the campaign was 

run. Utm_campaign shall be specific. But source in 

this data can be common for different campaign.



THANKS !!


